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The New Jersey Triumph Association is a local
chapter of the Vintage Triumph Register, the
Triumph Sports Owners Association and the
Triumph Register of America.
Membership dues are $25 for the first year’s
registration – which includes the official NJTA Club
Pin – and then $20 annually thereafter. Dues are to
be submitted by April of each year. This entitles you
to participate in all club activities, meetings and
elections. You also will receive the Club newsletter,
The Coventry Chronicle, in which you are able to
post free classified ads for a run of three months which can be renewed.
The Coventry Chronicle is the official publication of
the New Jersey Triumph Association and is
published monthly, except for December.
NJTA has been established for the enjoyment and
preservation of the Triumph automobile. NJTA is
open to all owners of Triumph autos and to those
interested in Triumph autos.
Technical material is provided for
reference and should be utilized
advisedly.
Opinions expressed are those of the
contributors or correspondents and
are not those of the New Jersey
Triumph Association, its members or
its officers or advisors.

Visit us at our website

www.njtriumphs.org
PLEASE SUBMIT ARTICLES,
LETTERS AND INFORMATION TO:
Coventry Chronicle Editor
Joseph Ientile
P.O. Box 6
Gillette, NJ 07933
e-mail
njtriumphassiciation@yahoo.com

Technical Advisors:
Triumph TR2 – TR3 – STAG TR6 TR7 & TR8
Allen Rosenberg 908-755-3794
George Hughes 908-788-1982
Triumph TR4 – TR4A Spitfire
Bill Dewar 610-797-4301
Atwell Haines 973-927-3765
Classic Car Insurance Advisor
Angela Anthony 908-757-8343
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Mike Romond
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mromond2004@comcast.net
Membership
Ron Weinger/Sherri Saplin
908.575.7064
sheron@worldnet.att.net

Newsletter Editor
Joe Ientile
908-862 7044
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Archivist
Earle Genge
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Insurance Advisor
Angela Anthony 908.757.8343
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john.bullock@mindspring.com
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WE NEED VOLUNTEERS!!!

From the Editor...
Well it’s officially the Autumn season. The
leaves are changing, there is a nip (even frost) in the
air, but you can still get your car out for a nice
drive. You just have to bundle up a little better!!!
I personally love the Halloween season,
there are pumpkins to pick and carve. Seeing the
little kids (and adults) dressed up in their costumes
always provides a chuckle.
Actually the leaves changing make for some
really pretty drives and it’s still not too cold to have
your Triumph out for a nice drive. Some people do
drive them throughout the Winter brrrrrr.....kudos
to the bravehearts out there.
This month had some awesome trips namely
the Hershey trip and the Fall Foilage tour.
Though I was not able to attend these events
I was sent pictures and descriptions that I am glad
to share in this newsletter.

I also have to thank all the people that send
me pictures and articles and there own personal
profiles. There are many amazing people in the
club that take the time and effort to make this a
great club!
They really make this newsletter possible
and if you come to our Club meetings you will
actually get to meet a lot of them.
Finally, we have one event coming up
which is worth noting. At our November Club
meeting we will be having a flea market so bring
the stuff collecting dust in your garage (or pictures
of it)
Keep on Triumph-ing
Joe Ientile
Njtriumphassociation@yahoo.com

Links
This is a new section and a very quick list, please send me your suggestions and I am sure the list will
grow. Also I will start to categorize them as the list grows Please send me your suggestions at
njtriumphassociation@yahoo.com
Please Note: These links are provided for reference only
www.njtriumphs.org
www.vtr.org
www.triumphregister.com
www.britishmotorheritage.com
www.ebay.com
www.triumphreport.com
www.aaa.com
www.canleyclassics.com
www.mossmotors.com
www.the-roadster-factory.com
www.victoriabritish.com
www.hemmings.com
www.triumphreport.com
www.6-pack.org
www.triumphrescue.com
www.stevesautoservice.com

Auto Screen Savers
http://www.fegovi.com/cars
Online Auto Chat
http://groups.msn.com/autorepaironline
www.britishcarforum.com
www.delvaltrs.org
Misc
http://www.cars.miautoparte.com
http://home.att.net/~chevy57/carshow.html

Club News
Reminder: We meet the fourth TUESDAY of each month (Except December) at 7:30 at
The Chimney Rock Inn 342 Valley Road, Gillette NJ 908 580 1100

Meeting Information from September 26, 2006
8:00 Meeting Started & Introductions
Topics Discussed:
Pool Party at John Bullock’s house
Fall Fest
Jim Medley’s Excellent Article on converting you Triumph alternator
New Fuel Pump issues--There have been some problems with the new ones available from
suppliers.
Ethanol- Fuel additive and it’s effect on our lovely cars
Fuel Stabilizer- it is important to use for car storage
Regalia-The pins are coming!! WooHoo!!
We also discussed some upcoming meeting topics:
We are going to have a Triumph related flea market at the November meeting

Flea Market!!!
We will be having a Triumph Part flea market at our November Club meeting... Be sure to attend!!
So bring whats collecting dust in your Garage
Please Note: You cannot bring large items or dirty items (bring pictures instead)

Members Wanted!!!
Want your story in the newsletter???
Would you like to be a “Profiled” member???
Let me know.....
Joe Ientile
njtriumphassociation@yahoo.com
908 418 1678

Directions to the Chimney Rock Inn in Gillette
Reminder: We meet the fourth TUESDAY of each month (Except December) at 7:30 at
The Chimney Rock Inn 342 Valley Road, Gillette NJ 908 580 1100
Directions Coming From NJ Turnpike, Route 1 & 9, Newark Airport Area:
Take Route 78 (West) to exit 40. At stop sign make a right. Proceed to a 4-way stop sign and follow sign for Gillette.
Continue about a half a mile to a traffic light. At light make a right onto Valley Road. Continue 1 mile and CRI is on your
left hand side.
Directions Traveling West on Route 22: Pass the McDonalds on the right. Take Route 78/Scotch Plains, Fanwood,
Berkeley Heights, New Providence exit. At the first traffic light after the exit, make a right onto Diamond Hill Road.
Continue through three traffic lights. Diamond Hill Road turns into Union Avenue, continue to stop sign and make a left
onto Springfield Avenue. Go through two traffic lights, CRI is a ½ mile on the right.
Directions Traveling East on Route 22: Pass Sears/Terril Road on the right. Take exit for Route 78/Scotch Plains,
Fanwood, Berkeley Heights, New Providence exit. Then take immediate right for Route 78/Berkeley Heights, New
Providence. Go over overpass and continue straight through the traffic light onto Diamond Hill Road. Continue through
three traffic lights. Diamond Hill road turns into Union Avenue, continue to stop sign and make a left onto Springfield
Avenue. Go through two traffic lights, CRI is a ½ mile on the right.
Directions from Morristown, Basking Ridge & Bernardsville Area: Route 287 South to Exit 30A (North Maple Ave).
Continue 2 miles on North Maple Ave. Bear left onto South Maple Ave. Continue 2 miles to yellow blinking light (church
on right). Bear left onto Long Hill Road. Travel 2 miles to the 2nd 3 way stop. Turn right, bear left down the hill about 1
mile to the first light (American Gas Station on the right). Turn left onto Valley Rd. CRI is one mile on the left.
Directions Coming From Shore Points, Woodbridge & New Brunswick Area: Take Garden State Parkway North to Exit
127 to Route 287 North (Route 287 splits, always stay right). Continue for about 10 miles and exit right onto Route 78 East.
Take 78 until Exit 40. Turn left after exiting, go approximately 1 mile to a four way stop (blinking red light). Turn right
onto Mountain Avenue. Take first left onto Park Avenue and follow to the end, turn left onto Plainfield Avenue. At light,
turn left onto Springfield Avenue. CRI is ½ mile on the right.
Directions from Pennsylvania, Clinton & Area West (From 78 East) : Take Route 78 East to Exit 40. At stop sign make a
left. Proceed to a 4-way stop sign and follow sign for Gillette. Continue about a half a mile to a traffic light. At light make
a right onto Valley Road. Continue 1 mile and CRI is on your left hand side.

Plenty of Regalia Available
Black plastic license frame with NJ Triumph
Association lettered in white
Price: $2.50 apiece or two for $4.00
Mechanic`s tool bag heavy cotton canvas
11"x7"x6" black with embroidered NJTA logo
Price: $21.00
Polo shirts 100 % cotton pique brand Jonathan
Corey 500 made in USA with embroidered NJTA
logo
Colors: hunter green(brg), royal blue;
Price: sm thru lg $31.00, xlg-xxxlg $33.00
Grill badge NJTA logo in cloisonné' hard enamel
finish with chrome or gold background
( holes to fit standard bumper badge holder)
Price: Gold $32.00,
Chrome $28.00
Triumph Owners Service log book spiral bound
black 7"x10"
Price: $12.00
Baseball style cap unstructured low profile with
embroidered NJTA logo any color or
combination of two colors, khaki/dark green etc.
Price: $14.00

Have Ideas??
We need ideas for NEW
Regalia.....
What would you want to see
with the NJTA logo on it?
Umbrellas??
Cloth Folding Chairs??
Let us know
Send us your ideas!!!
Email to:
njtriumphassociation@yahoo.com

Mail to:
NJTA
PO Box 6 Gillette NJ 07933
Better yet-attend our Meeting

Send order with check or money order
payable to the
New Jersey Triumph Association
Shipping:
$8.00 for orders to $60.00
$10.00 for orders to $125.00
Mail to:

Logbook

Polo Shirt

Grill Badge

Stylish Baseball Caps

Art Wildman
33 Hillcrest Rd.
Martinsville, New Jersey 08836
For inquires,
jwildman@optonline.net

Member Profile: Bill Smith
“A Tale of Two Triumphs”
By Bill Smith
Triumph #1 – “Introduction to Addiction or How I
Became a Masochist”
This tale starts in 1972. Shortly after having
purchased our first house on Long Island, NY while
working in Manhattan, the need to commute
presented itself. To successfully accomplish that, a
car was required to transport my carcass from our
new East Meadow home to the Long Island
Railroad station in Freeport, NY.
We did have a second car – a 1966 Ford Galaxy
convertible that I had made the mistake of
purchasing (at night, in Brooklyn) about a year
prior. The clock read 40,000 miles but it must have
had about ten times that. It burned more oil than
gasoline and parts were regularly falling off or
becoming dysfunctional – not very reliable for a
means of transport that had to carry me to the
place where I had to make my daily living. Hence,
the search for a more reliable horseless carriage.
Before the Galaxy, I had had another American iron
convertible – a 1963 Catalina that I had purchased
from a co-worker friend. The car was kind of beatup with dents in abundance and faded light green
paint. Nevertheless, it was my first convertible and
a real hoot! Because it was already “broken-in”, I
used to enjoy getting in by hopping on the trunk
(Amerispeak for “boot”) then from there, jumping
into the driver’s seat. Unfortunately, that car met
up with the fires of hell during an ill-fated do-ityourself carburetor replacement by yours truly. I’ll
spare you the details of my stupidity during that
effort.
Having just had two convertibles and my growing
desire for a real sports car narrowed my choices
down to several. I had recently seen the new
Datsun 240Z at the New York Auto show and was
very impressed with the style and performance for
the money. Alas, however, it didn’t come in a
convertible, and I really wanted another drop-top.
That left either a hairy-chested, muscle-bound,
woe-begotten, snot-infested, over-priced, rednecked, tattooed, piece of American iron Corvette,
or one of those classy, snobbish, mysterious
enigmas from Britain.) At this point in my
automotive knowledge base I had known Fix Or
Repair Daily, but Fix It Again Tony was not in the
forefront of my mind. Being house-poor I quickly
eliminated the obscenely expensive, hairy-chested,
muscle-bound, woe-begotten, snot infested, red-

necked, tattooed ‘Vette and the even-more pricey
cat from Coventry, Jaguar. That left the MG and
Triumph.
I test drove brand new versions of both the MGB
(chrome bumper) and the TR6. I found the “B”
extremely narrow and claustrophobic, so I finally
settled on a sapphire blue TR6 that still lives in my
garage in Mahwah. By the way, I used the “6” as a
station car for a year, and it had its share of radio
antennas being broken off – that was in the days
when teenage gang bangers fought by whipping
each other with car antennas rather than blowing
them away with automatic weapons. Finally, our
next-door neighbor rescued the “6” by selling me
his cosmetically challenged, but eminently drivable
1966 Chevy Nova for $100. I then relegated the “6”
to pleasure duty on clear days, and used the Nova
as the station car until we moved to New Jersey in
1979.
As for masochism, the following day in the life of a
brand-new TR6 owner should explain that. On an
unusually warm and sunny Sunday in the early
spring of 1973 – about six months after having
purchased my bran-new TR6, I decided to wash it
and take it for a Sunday drive. After the wash, I got
in and fastened my seatbelt, whereupon the red
seatbelt release button fell out. I then proceeded to
roll down the driver side window and on its way
down fell into the door. Both were omens of things
to come.
Triumph #2 – The World’s Most Expensive Tuna
Fish Sandwich
While attending our first national VTR convention in
Albany, NY in 1996 in our TR6, my wife Marge had
the opportunity to ride in fellow NJTA members Dot
and Steve Reed’s TR7. She said that she really
liked it and wanted one for herself. We halfseriously/half jokingly kept our eyes out for a good
TR7 or TR8 for about three years after that.
Then in June 1999, I was preparing to leave the
house early to help Jack Brooks set up for the “A
Touch of England” car show that was then held in
Westwood. I packed up the TR6 by first laying
everything out on the garage floor, and then loaded
it in the “6”. When I arrived in Westwood I realized
that I had left my tuna fish sandwich lunch on the
floor of the garage. I knew Marge was going to be
heading into Manhattan to attend either a ballet or
opera and that a stop in Westwood would be only
slightly out of her way, so I called her to ask that

Member Profile: Bill Smith
she bring the sandwich to me. (Note that we have
one cultured member of the family. My idea of
culture was sitting on the porch with a few friends
when I was a teenager and having contests of who
could spit the biggest hawker the farthest.)
In any event, while waiting for the arrival of my
sandwich, the show cars and their owners started
rolling in. Among them was a 1980, Pageant Blue
(a really bright blue), drop-top TR7. The elderly
owners emerged and placed a for-sale sign on it. It
seemed to be in pretty good shape with no rust and
only minor weathering. Best of all, it had only
8,900 miles on the clock.
When Marge arrived with my sandwich, I told her
that I had something to show her. I took her to the
“7” and asked if she was interested in it. She
responded that she liked the color. She then made
her way into the city to hear the sopranos (not the
TV show Sopranos) screech like tortured pigs.
During the day I took the “7” for a test drive and
found that it drove well. I took the owner’s name
and telephone number. The next day Marge and I
went to their house and found the “7” sitting
amongst an array of other fine cars – a Jag, a
Maserati, a Cadillac Allante and a lowly Oldsmobile
SUV. Marge dove the car this time and after some
minor dickering, it was in our garage at 1:00pm.
Hence, it was the most expensive tuna fish
sandwich in the world. P.S., after some minor
sprucing up and changing the deteriorating rubber
stuff in the engine compartment, our “7” has won
two national VTR first place concours titles.

Hershey Trip
Pics from Ken Blair
After a delicious breakfast at the
FRENCHTOWN CAFÉ, eight cars and the van set
out for Hershey, only a little behind schedule . The
route, meticulously planned , wound leisurely over
the back roads of rural Pennsylvania. The day was
overcast but no rain. After only one pit stop,
believe it or not. Steve & Betty took the lead and
we arrived intact with no break downs at the
Antique Auto Museum, right on schedule.
The Museum had a varied collection of
antique vehicles, Many of us were especially
impressed by the number of antique buses on
display. While there were no English cars on
display everyone thoroughly enjoyed their time at
the Museum.
Then with Mike & June in the lead we
proceeded in caravan to our luxurious
accommodations at CAMERON ESTATES INN.
Some room had fire places, one had a
jacuzzi and another had their own flat screen TV.
We spent the remainder of the afternoon in various
activities, such as, resting, touring the grounds,
sipping libations on the veranda, or whatever.
At 7:30 PM we all arrived at BUBES'S
BREWERY for a tour and dinner in their renowned
eatery the CATACOMBS. After a fabulous dinner
most of us returned to the inn and spent the rest of
the evening relaxing and talking in the inn's parlor.
Sunday we woke to a most beautiful
morning, an absolutely beautiful fall day. After a
really nice breakfast we checked out and
assembled in the parking area for pictures and
farewells. We then divided up into small groups.
some returning home , some shopping, and some
visiting other places of interest in the area.

Vince

Hershey Trip
Pics from Ken Blair

Hershey Trip
Pics from Ken Blair

Car Care Tips
From AAA

Air Filters
Whether your car’s engine has a carburetor or is
fuel injection, whether it’s powered by gasoline or
diesel fuel, a clean air filter is a MUST. Many
experts agree that changing your filters regularly
may have more to do with prolonging the life of
your vehicle than any other factor.

Have you noticed that your engine performance
isn’t what it used to be – especially at high speeds?
Check your air filter. It may be dirty and can reduce
your gas mileage as well as increase emissions.
Your air filter extracts dirt and dust particles from
the air and should be checked with every oil
change. If you can’t see bright light, such as
sunlight, through the filter at all points, it needs to
be replaced.
If the filter is only slightly dirty, you can try
cleaning it by tapping it – bottom side down – on a
hard, flat surface. You should replace your air filter
as needed. Air filters may need to be replaced more
frequently if you live or drive on dirt roads or in
dusty areas.

Hoses
Hoses are used on many components of every
vehicle. They carry liquids (fuel, coolant,
transmission fluid) and gases (for air conditioning).
Hoses also set vacuum-operated components (cruise
control systems and power brake boosters) in
motion by transferring vacuum from the engine.
Hose Inspection
Cold Engine Inspection: You should check for
small leaks when the engine is cold. Firmly squeeze
the radiator and heater hoses. A hose that feels very
hard or makes a “crunch” as it is squeezed is
deteriorating and should be replaced. Hoses that are
extremely soft, sticky, or oil-soaked, should also be
replaced because they are apt to fail. Driving your
vehicle when the coolant is low may lead to serious
engine damage so you should replace the hose as
soon as possible.

Warm Engine Inspection: Use extreme caution
around hot engine parts to avoid accidental burns.
Drive the car long enough for the engine to fully
warm up. Park, shut off the engine and open the
hood. Check the upper radiator hose to ensure it is
not collapsed. If it is, this indicates a problem and
should be checked by a qualified technician.

Look carefully at all the hoses to spot any swollen
areas that would indicate weak spots. Inspect
around hose ends for dampness, deposits, or buildup
of dried coolant. These indicate that a “cold leak”
may be present. A cold leak is usually a minor leak
that occurs after the vehicle has cooled down, and
expansion and contraction of components has
occurred. All coolant leaks should be attended to as
soon as you notice them. Over time, these leaks will
get worse and may lead to an expensive repair. An
inexpensive gasket or a simple tightening of a hose
clamp may be all that is needed to avoid an
expensive repair.

Hose Inspection – Visual Signs of Wear

Cracking: Cracking is caused by heat and age.
Bulging: Bulging is caused by high heat, oil, or
grease exposure.
Soft: Oil or grease exposure can cause hoses to
become soft.

Car Care Tips
From AAA

Belts
You should always have a professional technician
look at your belts and hoses as part of your regular
maintenance schedule. And, to prevent premature
engine wear and extend your vehicle’s life, you
should do a basic belt inspection once a month.

are called interference engines. Common problems
caused by a broken or slipped timing belt on an
interference engine are bent valves and piston
damage. These types of repairs are costly, but can
be prevented. Refer to your owner’s manual for
information on timing belt care and recommended
replacement intervals.

Types of Belts
Serpentine Belts
Serpentine belts are commonly found on modern
vehicles. Identifiable by their small thickness and
wide surface area, a serpentine belt drives most, if
not all, of your vehicle’s accessories.

V-Belts
V-belts get their name from their appearance. Vbelts have a narrow outside surface and get thicker
before tapering down. If your vehicle is equipped
with V-belts, it will probably have multiple belts
driving the accessories.

Timing Belts
Your timing belt cannot be seen because it is
encased behind the front engine cover. The timing
belt is the connection between the engine’s
crankshaft and camshaft. As it rotates around the
crankshaft and camshaft sprockets, proper timing is
maintained. On some engines, the timing belt may
also drive the water and oil pump, or a balance
shaft. Some engines may have timing gears or a
timing chain rather than timing belts.

Just like an alternator or air conditioning drive belt,
the timing belt can fail. There is, however, one
major difference. If the timing belt breaks or slips,
the engine may not run and serious internal engine
damage can occur. Many vehicles have clearance
built into the engine components, so that if a timing
belt malfunction occurs, it will not result in internal
engine damage. This is called a non-interference
engine. Vehicles that can have serious damage to
internal engine parts due to timing belt malfunctions

Belt Inspection
Check your vehicle’s belts with the engine off.
When the engine is cold, you avoid accidental burns
from a hot engine component or injuries caused by
moving engine parts.

Carefully inspect the belts including edges and
undersides for any signs of wear (see “Visual Signs
of Wear” below). Any visible sign of wear indicates
a belt may need to be replaced or a belt-driven
component may be failing.

Belt tension should be checked and adjusted on a
regular basis. If the belt tension is too tight, it can
cause bearings in the accessory components, or the
engine itself, to wear prematurely. If it is too loose,
the belt will slip and squeal, causing the accessory
components to work less efficiently. Inadequate
tension also will cause the belt to wear excessively.
The most accurate way to check tension is with a
belt tension gauge, but you can estimate correct
tension by pressing on the belt along its longest
straight section. If the tension is correct, the belt
will only have about 1/2 inch to 1 inch of play.

Drive belts are necessary to operate the accessory
components attached to the engine, such as the
alternator, power steering pump, air conditioner
compressor, and the water pump. To fully assess the
condition of the belts, do a visual inspection and
test the belt tension.

Car Care Tips
From AAA
Visual Signs of Wear
Glazing: The side or contact area of the belt
becomes slick and shiny when a loose belt slips in
the pulley. The glazed belt no longer grips
adequately and the belt slips even more. Grease and
oil on the pulley also can cause glazing.

Oil-soaked: Grease, oil, and other engine fluids on
the belt or in the pulley grooves will glaze the belt
and increase slippage. The fluid contamination also
may deteriorate the belt.

Pilling: The belt’s rubber compound wears off and
builds up on the drive pulleys (the wheel that is
driven by or drives the belt). Lack of tension,
misalignment, or worn pulleys can cause this
condition

Batteries
Jump-Starting
Jump-Starting Precautions
Before you begin, set the parking brake, turn off all
electrical accessories and the ignitions of both
vehicles. To avoid damage, unplug all electrical
components – cellular phones, radar detectors, etc.
– before disconnecting or connecting the battery
cables.

Do not allow the vehicles to touch each other.
Connect cables in the correct order and position.
(See “Removing battery cables” and “Attaching
battery cables”)
Never attempt to charge or jump-start a frozen
battery or one that is low on electrolyte. It may
rupture or explode.
Jump-Starting Your Vehicle
With the extensive use of electrical equipment on
today’s cars, it doesn’t take much to drain a battery.
While jump-starting a battery may appear simple,

special attention must be taken to ensure the safety
of persons and vehicles involved.
Install one end of the positive jumper cable clamp
to the positive terminal of the discharged vehicle’s
battery. The positive jumper cable clamp is
typically color-coded red.
Install the other end of the positive jumper cable to
the battery’s positive terminal of the vehicle doing
the boosting.
Install the negative jumper cable clamp to the
negative terminal of the booster vehicle’s battery.
The negative jumper cable clamp is typically colorcoded black.
Connect the other end of the negative jumper cable
to a grounding point on the discharged vehicle, such
as the engine block or an air-conditioning bracket.
Try to keep the jumper cable as far from the battery
as possible and never connect the negative cable to
the battery.
Try to start the vehicle with the discharged battery.
If the engine seems to be turning too slowly, stop
cranking and start the other vehicle to avoid
draining both batteries. Try to start the discharged
vehicle again.
After the vehicle starts, remove the cables in the
reverse order of installation. Always refer to the
owner’s manual for specific precautions regarding
jump-starting.
The numbers indicate the sequence of attaching
jumper cable clamps. Remove the cables in reverse
order (4, 3, 2, 1).

Fall Foilage Tour

Classifieds:
TR7 5 spd. convertibles for sale. One is a 1979 non-runner good for parts or major
restoration...the other is a 1980 runner in need of restoration. Asking $1,000 for the pair or will
divide. Contact Allen Rosenberg @ bigalnj@aol.com or 908-755-3794
1979 Fiat Spider and a 1981 Fiat Spider. One car is fuel injected. Both cars have some rust, but
have soft and hard tops. One car has a roll bar and custom wheels. These cars need a new
home. Asking $1500 for the pair or will sell separately. Call Allen @ 908-755-3794 or e-mail @
bigalnj@aol.com
67 GT6 for sale. The car needs some restoration but runs OK. Call him at 973-226-4566 at
home or 201-670-3477 at his office. He is looking for a reasonable offer. The car is in Essex
Fells.
Car trailer, large heavy duty dual axle with ramps. $500 FIRM! Call Allen , 908-755-3794 or email: bigalnj@aol.com
1979 Spitfire. 49000 miles All original except top replaced about 8 years ago. Excellent daily
driver. Runs well. Rust free Texas car brought to NJ when I moved here. Hard top included.
Call John for more information at 973-271-2479.
1980 tr8 48k. losing garage, need to sell. car has not been used in about five years.
Rich Cell (908)347-3900. looking for offers. Westfield, NJ
Storage space available for two cars in my barn. Very private and secure setting in rural
Ringoes, NJ. $30 per car per month for NJTA members, $40 for non-members. Dirt floor, no
electricity, no heat, just shelter from the weather.
Call Thom Pooley at 908-788-5197 or email thompooley@att.net

Large assortment parts from an abandoned restoration of a 1953 MGTD.
Located in Schnectady, NY. e-mail for pictures and info. Ronald Weinger sheron@att.net
Several wall mount parts storage bins. e-mail for pictures, Ronald Weinger sheron@att.net
For Sale: 16"x20" PIG mats, absorb 32oz of anything your car can dump on the floor, $7/10; 42"
PIG socks, absorb 1/2 gallon of liquid, $1.50 ea Ronald Weinger sheron@att.net

2 1969 GT-6s Complete or for parts. Call for needs Steve Bodenweiser 973 829 1618

